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Bowled over What's in a name? Ever wonder who our 
buildings are named 
after? - SEE NEWS, A2 
See which of your favorite teams 






A 6-year-old Virginia boy missed his bus 
to school and tried to drive his family's 
car, only to crash.The boy suffered minor 
injuries and authorities ended up driving 
him to school and after he was evaluated 
at the local hospital. 
The boy's parents have been charged 
with child endangerment. 
m Breaking news on your cell 
Get UCF news sent to your cell 
phone. Just text the keyword 
UCFNEWS to 44636. 
AROUND CAMPUS,A2 
SGA MEETING TO BE 
HELD ON THURSDAY 
Student Government Association 
meetings are held at the Student 
Union inside the Key West. Ballroom. 
Students are encouraged to attend 
these weekly meetings to get a 
glimpse of the student body or even 
get funds for your student 
organization. 
LOCAL & STATE, A2 
MAN DENIES CHILD 
PORN CHARGES, SAYS 
HE'S NOT A "MONSTER" 
A Florida man charged with 37 counts of 
possessing child pornography has told 
investigators he's "not the monster the 
news is making him out to be." 
Alton Everett Smith denied taking 
inappropriate pictures of children and 
disputed reports from authorities that there 
are tapes of him having sex with minors .. 
NATION & WORLD, A4 
NEW YEAR OPTIMISM 
MAKING WORLD 
STOCKS GO ON THE RISE 
World stock markets rose Tuesday as the 
New Year optimism continued amid 
relatively positive corporate news, 
particularly from the struggling British 
retailing sector, and despite some dismal 
U5. economic data. 
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After more than 14 years of 
planning and a projected 
budget of $25.04 million, con-
struction of the Arts II Com-
plex will finally begin this 
month. 
Complex will be in two phas-
es: the first phase will be the 
academic aspect, including 
classrooms and teachers' 
offices; the second phase will 
see production of the per-
formance halls and rehearsal 
spaces. 
(including a 600-seat concert 
hall and 500-plus seat prosce-
nium), and rehearsal spaces 
with a courtyard in the mid-
dle. 
"One of the most difficult 
things to do is to take stu-
dents, especially grad stu-
dents, but all students, to our 
current venues," Lartonoix Paul Lartonoix, assistant 
dean of academic issues, said 
that the building of the Arts II 
The complex will house 
the UCF theatre and music 
department's classrooms, 
offices and performance halls PLEASE SEE COMPLEX ON AS 
COURTESYTHEATRE.UCF.EDU 
The Arts II Complex, rendered above, will house the UCF theatre and music department. 
• • 
IS In 
MELISSA CHADBOURNE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
UCF graduate Chris Favis sits with girlfriend Celine Lopez and his family to watch himself in a Bro ma nee episode Monday night. Favis was almost eliminated in the episode. 
ASHLEY CARNIFAX 
Staff Writer 
A fter a long, intimidating audition process, Orlando residents Femi Borisade, Jered Getman and Chris Pavis, along with six other men from around ·the 




The reality show features nine 
20-something males competing for 
a "bromance" with Brody Jenner, 
step-brother of socialite Kim Kar-
dashian, and star of MTV's "The 
Hills." A bromance is a special best 
friend bond between two guys. 
1. A non-sexual relationship between two men that are unusually close. 
-VERB -MANS-ING 
Getman, a lifeguard at Sea-
World's Aquatica water park, Favis, 
a UCF digital media graduate, and 
Borisade, a former UCF student 
who is returning to finish his nurs-
ing degree, are among those fea-
tured on the show. 
1. The act of wooing a fellow male friend for the purpose of becoming closer. 
2. Going to unusual lengths in an attempt to become closer with another male friend. 
"I didn't know the other two guys 
before the show, but it helped me 
and Femi become good friends 
because we had so much in com-
mon," said Getman. 
"It is very unique that the show 
had three cast members from Orlan-
do;' Borisade said. "I guess that tells 
you where the pot of gold lies. UCF 
pretty much breeds bromances." 
The casting process started off as 
an accident for Favis, who had just 
graduated and was working as a 
club promoter. 
- URBAN DICTIONARY 
"They found me while I was out 
clubbing one night with my bros," 
Favis said "I was eating this huge 
Polish sausage hot dog with every-
thing on it A girl came up to me, and 
said, 'I want to meet you!' It turns 
PLEASE SEE MEN ON A7 
Strange start date planned two years ago 
NATALIE MORERA 
Editor-in-Chief 
As students rush to class 
today and try to get parking 
spots, they might notice 
something different about the 
first day of school - it's on a 
Wednesday. 
The spring semester's start 
date was decided two years 
ago by the Academic Calen-
dar Committee, a sub-com-
mittee of the Faculty Senate, 
composed of professors from 
each college. 
The committee meets 
once a year to plan the calen-
• 
Do you like the 
Wednesday start? 
www.UCFNews.com 
dar two years down the aca-
demic road 
According to the minutes 
from the Board of Trustees 
Meeting on May 24, 2007, the 
2008-2009 Academic Year 
Calendar had been approved. 
Christine Dellert, a 
spokeswoman for UCF News 
and Information, said that 
what threw the start date off 
was the New Year being on a 









When it comes to race at 






















































enrolled for fall 
2008 were Asian 
tion. More than 10 years ago, 
in 1994, lO percent of under-
graduates were Hispanic, and 
6 percent were African-
American. 
The majority of students, 
66 percent in 2008, were 
white. 
Increasing diversity and 
inclusiveness on campus is 
one of President John Hitt's 
five goals. But with a 66 per-
cent white population, how 
inclusive can UCF be? 
UCF is working on it, the 
university said in a statement 
provided by UCF News and 
Information. 
There are multiple initia-
tives in place around campus 
to increase diversity and 
inclusiveness. Michael Free-
man is a coordinator at UCF's 
Office of Diversity Initiatives, 
and is a key player in educat-
ing the university population 
about this effort. 
He said that instead of 






News and notices for 
the UCF community 
Looking to lose weight? Weight 
Watchers meeting tonight 
The weekly meeting for the 
UCF community is happening 
tonight. 
Weigh-in begins at 5:15 p.m. 
and the official meeting starts at 
5:45 p.m. It talces place in the 
UCF Human Resource Depart-
ment at the University Tech 
Center, 12565 Resesarch Park-
way, Suite 360. 
For more information con-
tact Debbie Frankenbach at 
407-823-2777 or 
dfranken@mail.uc£edu. 
Martin Luther King Leadership 
Forum registration is open 
The forum is designed to 
answer the question: ''Why is it 
so difficult to discuss race?" 
The forum will talce place at 
Valencia Community College 
Criminal Justice Institute on 
Jan. 15 from 12 to 4 p.m. 
The UCF Office of Diversity 
Initiatives and the President's 
Multicultural Advisory Council 
are co-sponsors with Alpha Phi 
Alpha Fraternity and Valencia 
Community College. 
This event is free but 
requires registration. To regis-
ter call 407-497-2233 or 407-823-
6479 or e-mail john.r.simp-
son@embarqmail.com. 
Global Perspectives Conference 
registration ending on Friday . 
Registration for the "New 
Heritage Tourism: Global Per-
spectives Conference" to be held 
Jan. 22-24 at the UCF Rosen Col-
lege of Hospitality Management 
will be ending on Friday, Jan. 9. 
The day includes activities 
and a visit to the ZORA! Festival. 
For more information go to 
http://www.hospitality.uc£edu/ 




Keep local with headlines 
you may have missed 
Judge dismisses hate crime 
charges against former bus driver 
LYNN HAVEN - A Pan-
handle judge has dismissed hate 
crime charges against a former 
school bus driver accused of 
spitting on and shoving two 
Muslim children at a fast food 
restaurant in 2007. 
Circuit Judge Dedee Costel-
lo dismissed the charges against 
63-year-old Thomas E. Plaisted 
of Lynn Haven after the two 
children say in depositions they 
were uncertain whether they 
had been harassed. 
Plaisted's attorney says the 
children's parents also said they 
were not aware of problems 
with the man. The parents ini-
tially refused to allow the chil-
dren to be deposed. 
Jury selection begins in trial for 
2006 family turnpike killings 
WEST PALM BEACH -
Jury selection has started in the 
trial of two men accused of 
killing an entire family along 
the Florida Turnpike in 2006. 
Federal prosecutors are 
seeking the death penalty for 
Daniel Troya and Ricardo 
Sanchez. 
Jury selection began Tues-
day in West Palm Beach. 
Troya and Sanchez are 
charged with armed carjacking 
resulting in deaths, conspiracy, 
weapons counts and drug 
offenses. 
Two others also will be on 
trial for drug conspiracy and 
weapons charges and face up to 
life in prison. 
All have pleaded not guilty. 
Jose Escobedo, his 25-year-
old wife and their two young 
sons were found shot to death 
in October 2006 along the turn-
pike near Port St. Lucie. 
Ex-Fla. Gov.Jeb Bush won't run for 
Martinets senate seat in 2010 
TALLAHASSEE - Former 
Gov. Jeb Bush announced Tues-
day that he won't run for the 
U.S. Senate in 2010 to replace 
the retiring Mel Martinez, say-
ing that it was not the right time 
to return to elected office. 
"I can play a role in helping 
to reshape the Republican 
Party's message and focus on 
21st century solutions to 21st 
century problems," Bush told 
The Associated Press in a 
phone interview. 
PLEASE ¥f LOCAL ON A4 






Howard Phillips. Harris Rosen. 
Al and Nancy Burnett. Tony and 
Sonja Nicholson. 
The names should sound famil-
iar. They're immortalized on 
buildings at UCF that students 
enter every day. 
But who are the people behind 
the names on the buildings? Many 
UCF students have no idea who 
these people are or were, besides 
the fact that their names grace 
some edifice. 
"It is pretty much a standard 
policy for, not only institutions in 
Florida, but around the country, 
when someone provides the finan-
cial support that enables an insti-
tution to build a facility, a school, a 
building," said Alvin Wang, dean 
of the Burnett Honors College. 
"Those are generally what we call 
'named opportunities."' 
Al and Nancy Burnett had a 
unique tie to UCF that some might 
not have seen. 
Burnett was "a very successful 
businessman," Wang said. Among 
. the businesses Burnett operated in 
Central Florida was a highly suc-
cessful car dealership in Maitland, 
Contemporary Cars, which they 
owned for about 35 years. 
The Burnetts had no formal 
connection to UCF, according to 
Wang. Neither attended UCF, nor 
did their relatives. But Al Burnett 
saw family ties to UCF nonethe-
less, through his employees. 
·~ Burnett recognized that 
many of his employees, in fact, 
some of his most valued employ-
ees, were alumni from UCF," 
Wang said, "and therefore, 
because he was a participatory 
member of the community, he 
wanted to give back. 
''He recognized that a lot of [his 
employees'] training and skill set 
came from when they were stu-
dents here at UCE" 
The .Burnetts visited UCF last 
April to celebrate the 10th atmi:ver-
sary of the college named for 
them. Wang said It gave staff, fac-
ulty and students a chance to 
showcase the accomplishments of 
the college since 1998, when the 
Burnetts provided the donation 
that got the honors college started 
"That's another example of 
stewardship, where you show the 
donor, 'Your money has been well 
spent, we've been very careful 
about it, and we've, in a sense, 
invested this in perhaps our most 
valuable resource on this campus, 
and that's our students,"' Wang 
said 
"For donors who are giving to 
universities, probably one of the 
best ways of showing them that 
their money is well spent is by 
Jntroducing them to students who 
have benefited from their gift." 
PHOTOS BY REEMA DESAI / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Multiple buildings on campus bear the name of fonner presidents or a "generous friend in the 
community," according to Alvin Wang, the dean of the Burnett Honors College. 
Similar circumstances led to 
the naming of the Burnett College 
of Biomedical Sciences. 
·~ and Nancy, again, opened 
up their pocketbooks and demon-
strated a great deal of generosity," 
Wang said 
The Rosen School of Hospitali-
ty Management didn't follow such 
a clear-cut path toward its naming. 
Always the growing, and seeming-
ly unwanted child, the Dick Pope 
Sr. Institute for Tourism Studies, as 
it was named from 1979 to 2001, 
shuffled from one building to 
another. 
According to a timeline esti-
mate compiled by Tim Bottorff, 
head librarian of the Universal 
Orlando Foundation at Rosen Col-
lege, the school started in the Col-
lege of Business Administration. 
Ten years later, the school was 
moved to the College of Health 
and Public Affairs - at that time 
called the College of Health and 
Professional Studies because, 
according to Bottorff, it was unable 
to find a permanent home in the 
a Forphotos on this story go to 
www.UCFNews.com 
College of Business Administra-
tion or any other college. Two 
years later it was back in the Col-
lege of Business Administration. 
The school lacked adequate 
funding, too, until donors began 
stepping forward to help. Among 
them were the Central Florida 
Hotel-Motel Association, General 
Mills Inc., the law firm Balcer and 
Hostetler, and an "anonymous 
local hotelier," according to Bot-
torff. Together, their donations 
amounted to more than $1 million 
for the college. 
But it still wasn't enough. 
According to Bottorff, in 1988, 
the hospitality program was 
placed under the purview of the 
provost's office. Plans to malce the 
hospitality program a separate 
school "fizzled," Bottorff said 
Eleven years later, with the 
LOCAL WEATHER 
school in dire need of money, Har-
ris Rosen, the president and chief 
operating officer of Rosen Hotels 
and Resorts, the largest independ-
ently owned hotel chain in Florida, 
came through, according to Jackie 
Toops, assistant director of public 
relations at the Rosen School 
Harris and Tiisha Rosen donat-
ed $18.2 million and 25 acres to cre-
ate a separate campus for the hos-
pitality management program, 
Bottorff said 
''The Rosens also [donated] an 
additional $1.1 million for scholar-
ships;• he said ''The state also ulti-
mately [provided] $193 million in 
matching grant money," in addi-
tion to another $2 million they had 
donated in 1996. 
More contributors followed the 
Rosens, donating an additional 
$103 million. 
"Every building on this campus, 
to my knowledge, that is named 
exists ... because of some generous 
friend in the community," Wang 
said 
Today TODAY IN DETAIL I 0 Thursday High:71° ISOLATED Today: Windy with isolated thunder- SUNNY Low:47° storms developing. Winds SW at 20 to I T-STORMS 30 mph. Chance of rain 30%. 
0 High:76° Tonight: Clear to partly cloudy. I Friday High:72° Low·47° Winds Wat 10 to 20 mph. SUNNY Low:49° •• •' • 
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LET US KNOW 
The Future wants to hear 
from you. If you have a club, 
organization or event and want 
your information to be consid-
ered for the Around Campus 
column, send a fax to 407-447-
4556 or an e-mail to editor@cen-
traltloridafuture.com. Deadlines 
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday 
edition, 5 p.m. Monday for the 
Wednesday edition, and 5 p.m. 
Wednesday for the Friday edi-
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LOCAL & STATE 
FROM A2 
Florida Supreme Court repri-
mands appeal judge 
TALLAHASSEE - In a 
first-of-its-kind reprimand, 
the Florida Supreme Court 
scolded a judge Tuesday for a 
"personal attack" and "unsub-
stantiated accusations" he 
made against a colleague in a 
written opinion. 
Judge Michael Allen stood 
before the court and listened 
to a IO-minute lecture from 
the court's chief justice for his 
comments in a 2006 opinion. 
But the reprimand doesn't 
carry any consequences for 
Allen. a judge on the 1st Dis-
trict Court of Appeal in Talla-
hassee, one of five state 
courts of appeal 
In reading the reprimand, 
however, Chief Justice Peggy 
Quince told Allen it was 
being broadcast "on live tele-
vision throughout the state" 
and warned him that a second 
ethical violation would be 
treated more harshly. 
Fla.Supreme Court case could 
throw out lobbyist gift ethics law 
TALLAHASSEE A 
lawyer for Florida lobbyists 
told the state Supreme Court 
on Tuesday that it should 
throw out a three-year-old 
ethics law because lawmak-
ers don't have the authority to 
impose fines they created 
The law passed in 2005 
bans lobbyists from giving 
gifts to legislators and other 
elected officials. It also 
requires them to file disclo-
sure statements saying who 
pays them and how much. 
If a lobbyist doesn't com-
ply or someone complains to 
the Legislature, lawmakers 
can investigate and punish 
lobbyists with up to a two-
year suspension and a $5,000 
fine. The law took effect Jan. I, 
2006. 
- ASSOCIATED PRESS 
HIGHER 
EDUCATION 
What's in the news at 
colleges around the country 
Bad economy has University of 
Illinois arena plans on hold 
CHAMPAIGN, ill. - The 
University of Illinois is indef-
initely delaying plans to build 
a new basketball arena or 
refurbish the 46-year-old 
Assembly Hall, blaming the 
sour economy. 
Illinois had planned to 
decide whether to rebuild or 
replace the on-campus arena 
by the end of 2008, but Ath-
letic Director Ron Guenther 
decided to wait after meeting 
with university Chancellor 
Richard Herman. 
"In talking with the chan-
cellor, (Guenther) feels it's 
not very prudent to go for-
ward in the current economic 
climate," Illinois sports infor-
mation director Kent Brown 
told The Associated Press on 
Tuesday. 
The university's Division 
of Intercollegiate Athletics 
had planned to use privately 
raised money for the project, 
much like it financed the 
recently completed $121 mil-
lion facelift just across the 
street at Memorial Stadium. 
The university never has 
released cost estimates for the 
Assembly Hall project, but 
either option would cost more 
than the work at Memorial 
Stadium, Brown said 
Brown said the university's 
athletics fundraising remained 
steady through October, but 
hadn't seen more recent fig-
ures. 
Ex-Kent State leader named 
Bowling Green's president 
BOWLING GREEN, Ohio 
- The interim president of 
Bowling Green State Univer-
sity has landed the school's 
top job on a full-time basis. 
Carol Cartwright, a former 
president of Kent State Uni-
versity. was appointed BGSU 
president on Tuesday by uni-
versity trustees. She received 
a contract through June 2011 . 
The 67-year-old has been 
interim president since July, 
when she replaced Sidney 
Ribeau. He became president 
of Howard University. 
Cartwright was president 
of Kent State from 1991-2006. 
", 
- ASSoclATED PRESS 
NATION & WORID 
Keep current with headlines from around the globe 
EYAD BABA / ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Palestinian boys inspect the rubble at a building following Israeli forces' operations in 
Rafah refugee camp, southern Gaza Strip, Tuesday. 
Israeli official says Palestinian 
militants fired from UN school 
GAZA CITY, Gaza - An 
Israeli bombardment struck 
outside a U.N. school where 
hundreds of Palestinians 
had sought refuge on Tues-
day, the U.N. and Palestinian 
medics said, killing at least 
30 people - many of them 
children whose parents 
wailed in grief at a hospital 
filled with dead and wound-
ed. 
An Israeli official said its 
soldiers came under fire 
from militants hiding in the 




criticism over civilian 
deaths and calls for a cease-
.fire, Israeli soldiers edged 
closer to two major Gaza 
towns. A total of 58 Palestini-
ans were killed Tuesday -
with just two confirmed as 
militants, health officials in 
Gazasaid 
The explosions marked 
the second time in hours a 
U.N. school came under 
attack. It was the deadliest 
assault since Israel sent 
ground forces into Gaza last 
weekend as part of a larger 
offensive against the ruling 
Hamas militant group that 
has killed nearly 600 Pales-
tinians. 
Nearly half of the dead 
are civilians, according to 
U.N. and Palestinian offi-
cials. 
"There's nowhere safe in 
Gaza. Everyone here is ter-
rorized and traumatized," 
John Ging, the top U.N. offi-
cial in Gaza, said after the 
first strike on the compound 
of a U.N. school killed three 
people in a courtyard. The 
school has served as a shel-
ter for Gaza City refugees 
fleeing the blistering ll-day 
offensive. 
Ex-top aide sentenced for role in 
funner Detroit Mayor sex scandal 
DETROIT - Nearly a 
year after headlines revealed 
a City Hall sex scandal, the 
former top aide to ex-Mayor 
Kwame Kilpatrick was sent 
to jail Tuesday to serve the 
same punishment as her 
boss: 120 days with time 
shaved for good behavior. 
Christine Beatty agreed 
to the sentence when she 
pleaded guilty in December 
to obstruction of justice. 
Wayne County Circuit Judge 
Timothy Kenny made it offi-
cial during a morning court 
hearing. 
Beatty also must pay 
$100,000 to the city and can-
not attend law school while 
on probation for five years. 
Kenny praised Beatty for 
her "dignified" conduct in 
court appearances but he 
also criticized her and her 
former boss. 
"I do think that this case 
does represent the triumph 
of truth over political power 
and might and it also indi-
cates, I think, that lying 
under oath in court has a 
price tag, even for those who 
are the politically elite with-
in the community." the judge 
said. 
Beatty's attorney, Mayer 
Morganroth, said she could 
be out of jail in around 70 
days if she gets credit for 
good·behavior and partici-
pates in certain jail pro-
grams. As for the restitution, 
Morganroth said Beatty had 
"$6 and some change" in a 
bank account. 
Beatty and Kilpatrick, 
both 38, were charged with 
lying about their affair dur-
ing a 2007 civil trial that cen-
tered on allegations of retal-
iation against high-ranking 
police officers who suspect-
ed wrongdoing in the 
mayor's inner circle. 
Sri Lanka seizes key rebel 
defense line in the north 
COLOMBO, Sri Lanka -
Sri Lankan troops broke 
through the Tamil Tigers' 
northern defense lines Tues-
day, the military said, open-
ing another active front in 
their war against the belea-
guered guerrillas. 
The capture of 
Muhamalai on the Jaffna 
peninsula was another blow 
to the separatist rebels amid 
a surging military offensive 
that has backed them into a 
small pocket of jungle in the 
northeast. 
"Our forces are moving, 
and very confidently, and 
they are moving forward," 
defense spokesman Kehe-
liya Rambukwella said. 
He said the government 
hopes to clear the entire 
north of rebels in the "com-
ing weeks" and effectively 
end the 25-year-old civil war 
that has killed more than 
70,000 people on this Indian 
Ocean island nation. 
For more than a decade, 
the rebels have run a de 
facto state in parts of north-
ern Sri Lanka, squeezed 
between the government-
held Jaffna peninsula - the 
northernmost point in the 
country - and the rest of 
the island to the south. 
The renewed govern-
ment offensive from the 
south forced the rebels to 
abandon much of their terri-
tory - including their 
admin;i.strative capital of 
Kilinochchi last week - but 
troops in the Jaffna peninsu-
la had been unable to break 
open the Tamil Tigers' heav-
ily fortified northern lines at 
Muhamalai. 
In April, the rebels 
reportedly lured troops into 
an artillery ambush in 
Muhamalai that killed 
scores of soldiers in what 
was widely seen as a disaster 
for the military. 
On Tuesday, ground 
troops backed by artillery 
and mortar fire raced across 
the front lines there and cap-
tured the rebel positions in 
about an hour, facing· little 
resistance, military 
spokesman Brig. Udaya 
Nanayakkara said. 
The rebels retreated to a 
fall back position about 600 
yards (meters) to the south, 
he said. The insurgents 
appeared to have moved 
their artillery into the north-
eastern jungles - to .avoid 
having it captured by gov-
ernment forces sweeping up 
from the south - and were 
consolidating their positions 
on the edge of the narrow 
isthmus connecting Jaffna 
peninsula to the rest of the 
island, he said 
Cross-dressing doctor who killed 
wife, found hanged in his cell 
BOSTON - A cross-
dressing, millionaire Har-
vard dermatologist serving 
life in prison for shooting his 
estranged wife to death has 
been found hanged in his 
cell, a prison spokeswoman 
said Tuesday. 
Richard Sharpe was 
found by his cellmate at 
MCI-Norfolk on Monday 
evening and was declared 
dead qt a hospital, said 
Department of Correction 
spokeswoman Diane Wrlfm. 
"He tied a bedsheet to the 
top bunk," Wiffin said. She 
declined to characterize the 
death as a suicide, however, 
saying it remained under 
investigation by the correc-
tions department and the 
Norfolk district attorney's 
office. An autopsy was 
planned. 
Sharpe, 54, had tried to 
hang himself in his cell in 
2002. 
- ASSOCIATED PRESS 
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John Travolta, wife return home after son's death 
TAMARA LUSH 
Associated Press 
death. The teen had a history 
of seizures; his body was cre-
mated Monday and flown to 
OCALA - This small the U.S. the same night. 
Central Florida town is about · A memorial service for Jett 
as far from Hollywood as you will be held Thursday for 
can get. Maybe that's why faniily and close friends in 
actor John Travolta moved his Ocala, his publicist said 
family here. The Travoltas, who have 
The town square features a been together since 1991, 
fondue restaurant, the social bought their unusual $8 mil-
. scene revolves around ranch- lion property in Ocala in 2003. 
ers' soirees and horse riding is The reason had nothing to do 
one of the niain pastimes. with the area's famed thor-
Mobile home parks, peanut oughbred horse farms: Tra-
farms and moss-covered oak volta, an avid pilot, was look-
trees dot the landscape. ing for a home where he 
There is little pretension or could fly his many planes, 
glitz. including a Boeing 707 airlin-
Travolta and his wife Kelly er, right to his front door. 
Preston seem to fit in: They The estate, located in a 
appeared on the cover of this subdivision that boasts the 
month's Ocala Style magazine larg~st private residential 
with big smiles, wearing jeans runway in the country, was 
and sweaters. featured on the cover of 
Now, with the death of Architectural Digest in 2004. 
their 16-year-old son Jett, this The style was inspired by 
is where they have come to Morris Lapidus, the architect 
grieve. On Monday night - of the Fontainebleau Hotel in 
four days after Jett was found Miami, famed architect Frank 
unconscious in the family's Lloyd Wright and Eero Saari-
vacation home in the nen, designer of Washington 
Bahamas - Travolta and Pre- Dulles International Airport. . . ston flew back to Ocala. · "If I can look out the bed-
The city is welcoming room and see the planes, I am 
Diana McCarty of Ci1ra, bows her head after laying a rose at the entrance to the Jumbolair Aviation Estates where actor John Travolta lives Tuesday, near Ocala. 
them quietly and respectfully. happy," Travolta told The · time in Ocala and the even 
Mayor Randy Ewers said Associated Press last year. smaller village of Anthony, 
the city sent the Travolta fam- His eldest son, Jett, and - which is right down the street 
ily condolences and would daughter, Ella, played happily from their home. 
give them space and privacy. around the mid-century com- "I love rubbing elbows· 
handful of occasions. 
"Nobody bothers him h~re. 
We let him have his peace." 
"They're fantastic people, pound · ' with life and real people," Tra-
' · really family oriented," Ewers "We've got a big pool, a volta, 54,. <;>nee told the local 
said. "We want to respect slide and a golf course," Pre- newspaper, the Star-Banner. 
their privacy as much as pos- ston told Architectural . "I don't like living in ivory 
sible." Digest. "We're a family who towers. I want to enjoy life the 
Travolta once brought his 
son into the cafe and the boy 
"wouldn't stop smiling," said 
manager Jackie Gomillion. 
Others have spotted Tra-
volta and his family cruising 
around 'in his classic Thun-
derbird or just shopping at 
the Gap in the local mall. 
Twice, Travolta hosted chari-
ty fundraisers around movie 
premieres at the local movie 
theater in Ocala where thou-
sands oflocal fans showed up. 
.• 
!'I 
Doctors in the Bahamas likes to play a lot." way everybody else does." 
performed an autopsy on Jett And although that family "He's just, I don't know, a 
on Monday but did not traveled often for work - normal person," said Barbara 
release results. A Bahamas Travolta's latest movie, "Bolt," Pound, a waitress at the Sad-
undertaker said the teen's in which he does the voice for dle Rack Cafe. She served him 
death certificate had an animated dog, was just his favorite breakfast - a 
"seizure" as the cause of released - they also spent $6.49 western omelet - on a 
Complex to brip.g commuriity patrons I ... 
FROM A1 
said. ''.And while they would 
get excited about the pro-
gram and all the great things 
happening in the program; 
then we would take them to 
the actual spaces that we 
were presenting in and then, 
their eyes would drop." 
"Our partnerships have 
helped immevsely," 
Lartonoix said. "Because the 
Orlando Repertory Theatre, 
the Shakespeare Festival, and 
before this time, the Seaside 
Music Theatre, all had great 
venues, so when you can 
take them to the venues they 
perk up again. But knowing 
what they were performing 
on on-campus was definite-
ly. . .if they had a choice they 
might go somewhere else." 
Zac Stribling, theatre 
technical director, said that 
the new building · will 
increase the ·recruiting num-
ber because they will have a 
bigger space to work with. It 
will also help departmental 
communications, making 
problem-solving easier. 
Box Office Manager 
Donna Rahman thinks the 
completed building will 
bring in more patrons 
because both the Main Stage 
and the Black Box will dou-
ble in seating. She continued 
to say that they turn away 
people because the current 
facilities cannot seat every-
one. 
Keith Koons, professor of 
music, thinks the new build-
ing will bring in more majors 
for both de_Partments, but is 
hesitant to say how signifi-
cant the amount will be. 
"[It] probably won't be a 
significant amount," Koons 
said. "I think for something 
close to our current enroll-
ment of music majors ... we 
don't have a lot of excess 
space that we're supposed ~o 
grow into." 
"I think it will attract 
attention among prospective 
music majors and certainly 
they will think more highly 
of UCF because of that," 
Koons said 
Though the music depart-
ment is located on campus in 
the Colboum Hall ,building, 
the theatre department -
where most theatre classes 
are held - is located in the 
Tech Center off campus in 
Research Park. 
Kali Blankenship; a senior 
theatre studies major, has 
experiepced the travels 
throughout her schooling at 
UCF. She has had to travel 
from off-campus to on-cam-
pus between classes. She 






- KEITH KOONS 
PROFESSOR OF MUSIC 
thinks it would be nice to 
have all classes in one area. 
Rahman, who works in 
the theatre, has to rely on 
taking the shuttle or even 
driving to .the Tech Center 
when she needs to be there. 
She said that having the 
building on campus, even 
when just the first phase is 
complete, will be easier 
because she can walk to her 
department. She also said 
that the building will make 
the students' life easier in 
that they will not have to go 
off-campus for classes and 
they can enjoy their campus 
life more. 
Lattonoix said that it is 
"more of a desire to be on 
campus and be a· part of the 
community on campus ... than 
it is 'I can't get to class'." 
Music majors have not 
experienced the travels that 
theatre inajors have, but they 
still have improvements to 
look forward to. 
Jessica Prince, a freshman 
music education major, said 
that "it would be nice to have 
recitals in a different place 
besides the rehearsal hall in 
the Vist1:al Arts Building 
because they are a little 
jammed when you get big 
ensembles in there and then 
everyone's family and 
friends come to watch; it's 
gonna be really good" 
Koons said that "all UCF 
students will certainly bene-
fit, especially from phase 
two. Phase two will contain a 
big real theatre, and a big real 
concert hall and a recital hall. 
And instead of going to pro-
ductions, now in a converted 
science lecture room, they 
can go to a real theatre. 
''.And instead of going to 
orchestra performances in 
the visual arts auditorium, 
which again is a converted 
big lecture hall with a stage 
that is not large enough to 
even have the whole orches-
tra on it, they can go to per-
formances on a real concert 
stage with a well-treated 
acoustic environment." 
With construction start-
ing in January, concerns 
about parking are beginning 
to arise. The building will be 
located in the current park-
ing lots HI through H4· in 
front of the V AB and near 
parking Garage H directly off 
Centaurus Drive West. 
These lots consist of faculty, 
staff and student parking. 
The Arts II Complex is 
being built "in two phas-
es ... 75,000 square feet and 
will take up a minimal num-
ber (of parking spots), 
Lartonoix.said. It won't even 
take up both of those parking 
lots. By the time the second 
phase, where the bulk of the 
building is built, the garage 
will be built. So it will impact 
parking to a much smaller 
degree at the beginning and 
by the time it really affects 
parking to a large degree 
there will be another parking 
garage built." 
Koons said that one of the 
unique aspects of the Arts II 
Complex "is the fact that it is 
going to be a jointly used 
facility. It is going to be 
shared between music and 
theatre end I think these are 
two programs that have a lot 
of potential for working 
together but because we 
have been physically separat-
ed we haven't really capital-
ized on that." 
The Arts II Complex will 
be a "great bridge between 
the campus and how we have 
all the concentric circles," 
Lartonoix said. "All the aca-
demics that happen inside 
the circles, parking garages 
outside the circles; all the 
houses outside the circle and 
yet this is just outside the cii;-
cle. To me it's a really great 
bridge between students, 
academic, life and the com-
munity." 
"If you have a society of 
any kind that. doesn't pay 
attention to its arts, society is 
losing," Lartonoix said. 
"There is a benefit not just 
cultural but financially from 
the arts. The arts bring in 
people; money to the cam-
pus. It brings a life and an 
energy to the campus that it 
doesn't have. Bring people 
from in the community onto 
campus." 
Lartonoix said that the 
Arts II Complex building .. is 
attributable to the football 
stadium. The football stadi-
um had brought so much 
attention to this campus on 
one arm of this campus and I 
think you will see the same 
kind of strength and energy 
when the Arts It· comes 
about as well." 
For more information and 
renderings of the Arts II 
Complex Building visit 
www.fp.ucf.edu. 
35%-45% cheaper 
thari online stores 
on average* 
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Programs promote diversity 
FROM Al 
enrollment, the Board should 
be looking · at graduation 
numbers for clues as to how 
successful UCF has been at 
making the campus more 
inclusive. 
UCF OFFICE OF DIVERSITY INITIATIVES 
MISSION 
'We can make statistics 
read whatever we want, but I 
think the true measure of 
how we're doing in a college 
campus is measured in the 
The mission of the Office of Diversity Initiatives is to assist the University of 
Central Florida in reaching its strategic goal to "Become More Inclusive and 
Diverse" by facilitating diversity processes, programs, and policies that promote 
social justice, enhance cultural competencies, and develop capacious leaders. Our 
students, colleagues, and constituents represent diverse peoples and 
perspectives across multiple generations. 
success rate of all of our stu- ''UCF is designed to bene-
dents," Freeman said. fit white people," ~reeman 
Last year, 8 percent of said "Everyone looks like us. 
bachelor's degree recipients It's a comfort thing." 
were black, .12 percent were . For minorities, that's clubs 
Hispanic, 5 percent were like the African-American 
Asian and 74 percent were Student Union or the Viet-
white, according to UCF namese American Student 
News and Information. Association. 
One program that seeks to However, Tiffany Faublas, 
keep minorities on campus is also of Diversity Initiatives, 
the Brother-to-Brother Men- said students need to take it 
toring Program, run by Mul- upon themselves to start 
ticultural Academic and Sup- reaching across ethnic 
port Services. boundaries. 
Brother-to-Brother coor- She said minority stu-
dinator, Erik Range, gets men dents need to get more 
who are the first in their fam- involved in the Student Gov-
ilies to attend college or from ernment Association and 
<;lifferent cultural back-. speak with the administra-
grounds involved on campus. tion to have their concerns 
He said It helps them to stick addressed. Also, white stu-
to their goals. 'dents should get involved in 
'We're like an embassy in diversity too, like going to the 
a foreign country for multi- Multicultural Student Center 
cultural and first-generation in the Student Union. 
students," Range said. She said without doing so, 
"When you get here, you students are missing out on 
need someone who can show an enriching experience. 
you the ropes, whq can give . 'The purpose of a univer-
you the tools and resources sity is to learn about other 
to make those connections in cultures, to learn about other 
• the UCF community for you, people," she said. 'We don't 
to help you be successful. do that." 
And that's exactly what an Faublas has spearheaded a 
embassy does in a foreign new UCF diversity. effort: a 
country for foreign nation- documentary called "Black at 
als;" UCF." 
Over SO percent of the CNN's special, "Black in. 
first-generation students are America," chronicled the 
white, Range said, which sup- various experiences of black 
ports a notion that is echoed Americans, including testi-
across the diversity initiative monies from students at his-
community. at UCF: it isn't torically black colleges. After 
about skin color. As far · as watching the program last 
race goes, all students are year, Faublas noticed a hole 
included. And, of course, left in the story: what black 
diver.sity also includes divi- students at predominantly 
sions by, among others, gen- white , universities experi-
der, age, class and sexu.al ori- ence. 
entation. But that doesn't So she set out to interview 
mean grouping the different UCF students, faculty, staff 
students is a bad thing, and alw:pni to get a compre-
Diversity initiatives' Free- hensive look at what it's like 
man said. to be black at UCF. 
The students are different, She said there is no 
he said, and everyone needs a defined conclusion, but 
place to feel included. minorities can feel underrep-
-WWW.DIVERSITY.UCF.EDU 
resented because of enter-
tainment geared toward the 
white population or low fac-
ulty diversity. 
Seventy-five percent of 
UCF faculty is white. 
La'Shawn Rivera, a victim 
advocate at UCF Victim Ser- ' 
vices, came to UCF for grad-
uate school after getting her 
undergraduate degree at 
Bethune-Cookman Universi-
ty, a historically black.college 
in Daytona Beach. 
She said having successful 
black advisers and professors 
helped inspire her to fulfill 
her potential. 
"[The advisers at 
Bethune-Cookman] were 
concerned with who you 
were and what you were 
about and knoV\Tlllg yourself 
and understanding all of the 
challenges that you'll- be deal-
ing with in the real world," 
she said. "So I like that, and I 
don't know if a white profes-
.sor would feel comfortable 
having those types of discus-
sions." 
Now, she is working on 
diversifying the Victim Ser-
vices staff so that anyone 
corning in for help can feel 
comfortable with their advo-
cate. , 
So while diversity num-
bers :ire up, there · is still 
much work to be done to 
make UCF a diverse and 
inclusive campus, Freeman 
said. 
And what would the uni-
versity look like if that hap-
pened? 
· "'Done'-where I don't 
have a job anymore-'done' 
looks like everyone being 
able to bring their individual 
differences, talents and expe-
riences to be a part of creat-
ing a better community 
where I do not judge or dis-
criminate against you based 
on invisible or visible differ-
ences," Freeman said. "I 
allow you to be brilliant." 
__________ :_.:., ________ ~--~-'----,-------- --.--
Later start helps students prepare 
FROM Al 
Thursday. The committee 
had the choice to start on 
Monday, Wednesday, or Jan. ' 
12. 
"There's so much initial 
work to get a semester start-
ed, you really have to have 
time to do it," Dellert said "It 
was too close' to the holiday 
for us to gear up fast enough." 
Once a date had been 
decided, the committee had 
to get the calendar approved 
by the Florida Board of Gov-
ernors and then by the UCF 
Board of Trustees. 
Dellert. said that the com-
mittee also likes to coordinate 
the calendar with community 
colleges because it lets trans-
fer students, especially those 
using the DirectConnect pro-
"Starting Wedn·esday gave us 
two extra days to get 
[students] enrolled and ready 
for classes," 
- CHRISTINE DELL~RT 
SPOKESWOMAN FOR UCF NEWS AND INFORMATION 
gram, have an easier transi-
tion to UCF. The program is a 
partnership between UCF 
and other Central Florida 
community colleges, allowing 
graduates of fom.: area com-
munity colleges guaranteed 
access into UCF. 
"Starting Wednesday gave 
us two extra days to get [stu-
dents] enrolled and ready for 
classes," Dellert said . 
In addition, the day not 
··only benefits those transfer-
ring, but also those returning 
from the break. 
''It's easier to get into their 
residence halls and get books. 
It's time to get ready for class- · 
es," Dellert sajd 
Open Senate Seats. 
College of Medicine - Regional Campus - Graduate Studies 
Dpen Judicial Seats 
Contact Jordan Axelrod at sga _ cjuslIDmail.ucf.edu 
Bet Involved. Apply Today. 
I 
OnlinB or in thB SBA Office. 
MELISSA CHADBOURNE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Chris Favis sits with his mom and dad, Roger and Annie Favis, and grandmother.Paring Malinao, watching the Monday night episode of Bromance. 
Men find 'bromance' on MTV 
FROM Al 
out, she was the 'Bromance' 
casting director." 
Getman and Borisade, 
however, sought out the 
show - each scheduling an 
interview in Orlando 
before going to Los Angeles 
· for the final cut. · 
"The last round was 
crazy," Borisade said. 
"They flew 18 of us guys out 
to LA and announced that 
only nine of us would be on 
the show, while the remain-
ing got flown back home. -
As always, I came out on 
top." 
The guys signed up for 
the show for different rea-
sons, but were all hoping to 
make some friends and 
potentially strike up a bro-
mance. . 
"I wanted to be on the 
show because it sounded 
like a great opportunity to 
meet someone very cool 
[ who] lives an awesome life 
and could potentially be an 
awesome friend," Getman 
said. 
Favis was getting over a 
nasty breakup and was 
looking to regain his self-
confidence and thought the 
show would be a good way . 
to doso. 
, "I didn't know who 
Brody Jenner was, and I 
didn't think anything of it," 
Favis said "This was just a 
chance to find myself 
through a new network of 
meeting people. It just hap-
, pens that n~twork was 
called bromancing. And it's 
great." 
Borisade was also going 
through some transitions in 
his life when he signed up 
to audition. 
"I wanted to be on the 
show because of every-
thing that happened with 
my life during the spring 
semester of 2008," 
Borisade said. "Basically I 
got suspended for hanging 
MTV reality series where guys compete 
in a series of challenges that test the ' 
limits of male bonding for a chance to 
become part of a reality star's entourage. 
out with the wrong gro4p of 
friends. The school and myself 
felt it was best that I go home 
and get some sort of foundation 
back into my life. 
''.t\ttending church every Sun-
day, volunteering at a hospital, 
· continuing my education at a 
community college ... the show 
has helped me get back on1'the 
right track," Borisade said 
The first 'episode, which 
aired on Dec. 29, began with ·the 
nine contestants being grabbed 
from their rooms while they 
were asleep. 
"It was funny, because I had 
no idea what was going on," 
Favis said 
Getman agreed 
''It started off with us being 
ripped out of our beds at like 
four in the morning, which was a 
crazy experience because I did-
n't know if there was a fire or 
something else bad was going 
on," Getman said. "But then I 
saw the camera as I was being 
pulled down the hall and real-
ized what was happening and I 
couldn't believe that was how 
we were being woken up. But it 
was funny-to watch." 
Borisade said the experienc& 
''was insane." 
"I rushed a fraternity sb being 
taken from the bedroom in such 
a manner was nothing," 
Borisade said "It felt like I was a 
pledge all over again. I didn't 
know what was going on, I was 
very disoriented, but once I sa\'V 
the cameras I was J.µce 'Oh boy, 
here it goes!"' 
The episode ended with one 
contestant voluntarily leaving 
and another getting eli.n'rinated 
in Jenner's hot tub. 
Borisade, Getman and Favis 
can be seen on "Bromance" 
Mondays at 9 p.m. on MTv. 
Are you interested in an exciting career? 
•••••••••• 
Are you a current college 
Freshman or Sopho~ore? 
•••••••••• 
Do you know what-you want 
to do after graduation? 
Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air 
Force RS)TC can apply for available scholarsh_ips. 
Incentives • Up to _$15,000 tuitio~ per year 
include· • $900 ,n textbooks reimbursement 
· • Monthly stipend ($300-$500) 
• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers, 
Nurses, and Foreign language Majors. 
For more information, 
please call: 




Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough 
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Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma 
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including 
children, with serious illneses . 
DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100 
* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months) 
Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation. 
www.dc1plasma.com 
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Top: L5U dominated Georgia Tech's triple-option offense, routing the Yellow Jackets 38-3 in 
the Chick-fil-A Bowl. The Tigers scored 28 points in the second quarter. 
Above: Vanderbilt kicker Bryant Hahnfeldt hits the winning field goal for the Commoi;lores. 
Right: Houston's Case Keenum had two rushing touchdowns in the Cougars victory. 
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LSU stings Tech 
PADRICK BREWER 
Sports Editor 
Editors note: This is the sec-
ond in a two-part series look-
ing back at this season's bowl 
games. Not included in this list 
are the GMAC Bowl, which 
was late Tuesday, and the 
· National Championship, 
which is Thursday. 
Bell Helicopter Anned Forces Bowl 
Houston 34, Air Force 28 
Air Force held Houston 
quarterback Case Keenum to 
a season low 252 yards and· 
. one touchdown in the air, but 
he scored two rushing touch-
downs, the second of which 
gave the Cougars a 24-17 lead,, 
early in the third quarter. 
Although the Cougars 
turned the ball over three 
times, lost the time of posses-
sion battle and allowed Jared 
Tew to rush for 149 yards and 
two touchdowns, they buck-
led down in the fourth quar-
ter, allowing Air Force quar-
terbacks to throw just two 
completions. 
Gaylord Hotels Music City ·Bowl 
Vanderbilt 16, Boston College 14 
Vanderbilt kicker Bryant 
- Hahnfeldt hit a field goal with 
3:26 remaining - his third of 
the game - to give the Com-
modores the win, their first 
bowl g~e victory sin,.ce 1955. 
Although the Com-
modores - gained just ioo 
yards of totaY offense, they 
forced three /BC turnovers, 
including two interceptions 
by Eagles quarterback 
Dominique ;Davis, one of 
which came with 1:36 left in 
the game. 
Chick-fil-A Bowl 
LSU 38, Georgia Tech 3 
The Tigers were able to -
slow down the vaunted triple-
option rushing attack of the 
Yellow Jackets, recovering 
two fumbles and picking off 
Georgia Tech quarterback 
Josh Nesbitt en route to a 
dominating victory. 
LSU scored touchdowns 
on five of its first seven first 
half possessions, including a 
28-point second quarter. 
Sun Bowl 
Oregon State 3, Pittsburgh 0 
· Oregon State won its fifth 
consecutive bowl game, but it 
was far from pretty. There 
PLEASE SEE UTAH ON A 10 
. ' 
New coordinat9r highlights offensive changes 
RYAN BASS 
Staff Writer 
After boasting the worst offense in the 
Football Bowl Subdivision in 2008, head 
coach George O'Leary and the UCF Foot-
ball team needed a change. 
That change came in the form of new 
offensive coordinator Charlie Taaffe, who 
was hired last week to resurrect an offense 
that registered 2,754 yards of total offense, 
second-worst total in school history since 
joining the FBS in 1996. 
Taaffe will assume the role as the offen-
sive coordinator and quarterbacks coach 
while former offensive coordinator Tim 
Salem was demoted to tight ends coach 
and special teams coordinator. 
"Charlie Taaffe is a highly experienced 
coach, both in terms of coordinating expe-
rience · and quarterback coaching," 
O'Leary said in a release. "I am very happy 
to add him to the staff as a major contrib-
utor to the offensive schemes and calls." 
O'Leary confirmed the hire to the Flori-
da Today last Saturday and will see a lot of 
differences with his current staff. 
In addition to Taaffe and Salem, George 
Godsey, who was formerly the quarter:. 
backs anci special teams coach, takes over 




Head coach Geor'/t 
O'Leary hired Taa e 
as the new offensive 
coordinator, replacing 
Tim Salem at the 
position, ana as . 




Running backs coach, 
offensive coordinator. 
New position: 
Tight ends coach, 
special teams coach. 
now in charge of the offensive line. 
Tom Freeman - the former offensive 
line coach - is no longer coaching with 
the program. 
Taaffe has experience turning around 
programs. 
His most recent job includes being the · 
.offensive coordinator and quarterbacks 












Tight ends, special 
teams coach. 
New position: 
Offensive line coach. 
Taaffe, who worked under former 
O'Leary assistant Ralph Friedgen at Mary-
land, helped lead ¥aryland to its first 
ACC title since 1985 en route to making it 
to the FedEx Orange Bowl in 2001. 
Taaffe's resume includes guiding the 
Terrapins to a 30-3 victory over Tennessee 




Kelly ,s the one coach 
on the offensive staff 
whose position will 
not change. He will 
continue to coach 




Freeman, who was 
the coach of the 
offensive line last 
season, his first with 
UCF, will not be 
returning to the 
team. 
tory over West Virginia in the 2004 Gator 
Bowl. Maryland set school records for 
scoring in each of Taaffe's two seasons at 
the helm of the Terrapins offense in 2001 
and 2002. 
Before Maryland, Taaffe captured 
back-to-back Coach of the Year trophies 
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Turnovers key against Memphis 
PADRICK BREWER 
Sports Editor 
The UCF Women's Basket-
ball team got a monkey off its 
back by opening up Confer-
ence USA play with a victory 
against Southern Miss on Sat-
urday. 
The Knights are off to a 
good start, and now the key 
for them is to build on that 
victory, head coach Joi 
Williams said, when UCF 
heads to Memphis, Tenn., to 
play the Tigers on Thursday. 
'We don't have any room to 
get comfortable," Williams 
said after practice Tuesday. 
'Wmning, it feels good, it's . 
great, but hopefully what it will -
drive our team to do is to be 
motivated to get another one.'' 
Looking at C-USA, it 
seems as though the Knights 
will be playing the right team 
to get that next one. 
Last season, the Knights 
e°ided their season with a vic-
tory against the Tigers in 
.....,._ For updates from 
> the game, go to 
._ -"_,____,,_ www.UCFNews.com 
Memphis, one of UCF's three 
C-USA victories. And the 
Tigers are one of two C-USA 
teams against which the 
Knights have a winning 
record 
But come Thursday, none 
of those numbers matter. 
"[The Tigers] do a great 
job of pressuring the basket-
ball, and we've not done a 
very good job most of the sea-
son taking care of the ball," 
Williams said. "So that's going 
to be big for us." 
During practice, the 
Knights struggled with 
turnovers, something that has 
been symptomatic the entire 
season. 
UCF averages20 turnovers 
per game, which is tied for 
fourth-most in C-USA 
Angelica Mealing and 
Marshay White normally are 
responsible for running the 
point, but recently, freshman 
Aisha Patrick has taken over 
that role. Whoever runs the 
show will be responsible for 
getting the ball to UCF's two 
best weapons: forward Emma 
Cannon and guard Chelsie 
.Wiley~ 
Cannon has improved on 
her freshman campaign. lead-
ing the team in scoring, shoot-
ing percentage and rebounds. 
Wiley has complemented 
Cannon's interior prowess by 
becoming a deadly 3-point 
threat. 
Wiley is hitting 47 percent 
of her 3-pointers, compared 
with just 30 percent of her 
other shot attempts, and she is 
second on the team with 11.9 
points per game. 
One team worse than UCF 
in the turnover department is 
Memphis, which turns the 
ball over 22.7 times per game. 
The Tigers have the worst 
turnover ratio in the confer-
ence, which has caused their 
offense to falter. 
Evolution, the }:_nv,ronmen~, 
I,, R.e6pcn6ible Knowledge 
,,_,,,,_,,. .,...~-~~,,.,,.,,_.._,,,,.....,~~-.. ao.,,~..,,,....__~ 
#!e~OHkill-~~#t'flt1111Ps I ·1il:lo..J, --~-~~._. 
FREE for UCF Students, Faculty, & Staff 
Memphis averages 60 
points per game, better than 
only Tulsa within the confer-
ence. 
They have had six different 
players lead the team in scor-
ing this season, although Paris 
Leonard, with .her 16.1 points 
per game, has been their most 
consistent player. 
Senior forward Ashley 
Thornton is also a threat for a 
double-double each night. 
The game against the 
Tigers kicks off a three-game 
road· trip for the Knights, who 
will take on UAB and South-
ern Miss within the next 10 
days. 
AMANDA MOORE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
UCF freshman guard Aisha Patrick has filled in intermittently running the Knigh~ offense_ in 
the past few games. She is averaging 8.1 points per game and leads the team with 40 assists. 
According to The College 
Basketball News, UCF has 
played the eighth-toughest 
schedule in the country, so the 
good news is: It can't get any 
harder. 
The road trip kicks off 
Thursday at 8 p.m. against th,e 
Tigers. The next home game 
for UCF will be Jan. 22 at 7 
p.m. against Rice. 
Get "· 
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with the Montreal Alouettes 
of the CFL in 1999 and 2000, 
leading them to the Grey Cup 
final in 2000. Prior to the CFL, 
Taaffe served as the head 
coach of The Citadel, where 
he compiled a 55-47-1 record 
from 1987-1996. · 
He was named the Eddie 
· Robinson Coach of the Year in 
1992 when he led the Bulldogs 
to an ll-2 record. Taaffe has 
also served on the staff of 
some of the NCAA'.s most 
prestigious programs like 
Army, Virginia, NC State, 
Georgia Tech and Albany. 
The Knights had trouble 
finding consistency at the 
quarterback position from the 
start of the season. 
Taaffe will be looked upon 
to guide freshman quarter-
back Rob Calabrese and help 
improve a position that passed 
for an average of ll6.2 yards 
per contest. O'Leary had been 
looking for a replacement for 
Salem since he had began 
hinting that the Knights would 
be making coaching moves 
throughout the season. 
'Mer evaluating the sea-
son and taking some time so 
that they aren't knee-jerk deci-
sions, I think we need to get 
better on offense," O'Leary 
said in a release. "I thought 
that changes were needed in 
certain areas and those 
changes have been made. I am 
anxiously looking forward to 
next season and this new 
direction that we are heading 
in." 
Notable 
On Tuesday, the NCAA 
approved medical redshirts 
for linebacker Cory Hogue 
and wide receiver Rocky Ross. 
. Both will be eligible to play 
next season. 
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Utah rolls on Alabama; Texas outlasts Buckeyes 
FROM AS 
were almost as many punts -
20 - as there were first 
downs - 25. Beavers kicker 
Justin Kahut hit a 44-yard 
field goal with about 2 min- • 
utes left in the first half for the 
only score of the game. 
The Beavers and Panthers 
combined for 162 yards of 
offense in the scoreless sec-
ond half. 
Insight Bowl 
Kansas 42, Minnesota 21 
The Golden Gophers were 
able to hang with the Jay-
hawks for the first quarter, but 
then the Kansas offense took 
over. 
Kansas scored 21 unan-
swered points to start the sec-
ond half, capped off by a 
touchdown pass from wide 
receiver Kerry Meier, a for-
mer quarterback, to Dezmon 
Briscoe. 
Led by Todd Reesing, the 
Jayhawks finished with 345 
passing yards and 446 yards 
_of total offense with just one 
turnover. 
Outback Bowl 
Iowa 31,South Carolina 10 
Running back Shonn 
Greene pounded out 121 yards 
and three touchdowns to beat 
the Gamecocks in his final 
college game. 
The Hawkeyes forced five 
turnovers, and they picked off 
Gamecocks quarterback 
Stephen Garcia three times. 
South Carolina scored 10 
points in the fourth quarter 
against the Iowa backups. 
Gator Bowl 
Nebraska 26, Clemson 21 
The Cornhuskers fell 
behind early but shut down 
the Tigers attack in the sec-
ond half, forcing four consec-
utive three-and-outs in the 
victory. 
Joe Ganz threw for 236 
yards and two touchdowns 
for Nebraska, and running 
back Q!.tentin Castille added 
125 on the ground. 
Clemson quarterback 
Cullen Harper, playing in his 
ROB SCHUMACHER / THE ARIZONA REPUBL)C 
Texas wide receiver Quan Cosby dives into the endzone for the game-winning touchdown against Ohio State in the Tostitos Fiesta 
Bowl. Cosby dominated the Buckeyes defense for 14 catches for 171 yards and two scores, both of which were in the second half. 
final college game, threw for 
206 yards and two touch-
downs and two interceptions. 
C.J. Spiller was held to 17 
yards on seven carries. 
FedEx Orange Bowl 
Virginia Tech 20, Cincinnati 7 
Cincinnati drove 72 yards 
on its opening possession to 
take a 7-0 lead, but the 
Bearcats would get into Vir-
ginia Tech territory just five 
times the rest of the game. 
The Hokies picked off 
Cincinnati's Tony Pike four 
times. 
In a span from 2:29 in the 
second quarter to 12:55 in the 
fourth quarter, Pike complet-
ed four passes tp his own 
receivers and three passes to 
Virginia Tech defenders. 
Running back Darren 
Evans had 153 yards and a 
touchdown on the ground for 
the Hokies, who have won 10 
games for the fifth consecu-
tive year. 
Capital One Bowl 
Georgia 24, Michigan State 12 
Georgia quarterback 
Matthew Stafford threw three 
touchdowns in the second 
half to help the Bulldogs 
rebound from an anemic first 
half. 
The Spartans struggled all 
day, managing 236 yards of 
total offense. 
Running back Javon 
Ringer ended with 47 yards 
.and one touchdown on 20 
carries, and quarterback 
Brian Hoyer looked uncom-
fortable in the pocket all day. 
Rose Bowl 
USC 38, Penn State 24 
The Trojans dominated 
the first half and let up in the 
second, leading to a final 
score that was not as close as 
the actual game. 
USC quarterback Mark 
Sanchez threw three touch-
downs and ran for one more 
in the first half. He finished , 
with 413 passing yards and 
four touchdowns, both career 
highs. 
His counterpart, Penn 
State's Daryll Clark, was 
picked off twice for two of the 
Nittany Lions' three 
turnovers. 
Cotton Bowl 
Mississippi 47, Texas Tech 34 
The Red Raiders jumped 
out to a 14-0 lead with about 5 
minutes left in the first quar-
ter, but it was not enough to 
keep the explosive - yes, 
explosive - Ole Miss at bay. 
Rebels quarterback Jevan 
Snead threw all three of his 
touch.downs in the first half, 
and the defense took care of 
the rest. 
Ole Miss returned an inter-
ception for a touchdown in 
the third quarter and tackled 
Graham Harrell in the end-
zone for a safety in the fourth, 
keeping Texas Tech at bay. 
AutoZone Liberty Bowl · 
Kentucky 25, East Carolina 19 
The Pirates dominated the · 
first half, jumping out to a 16-
3 lead, but the joy ended there 
for East Carolina.· 
Kentucky returned the 
opening kickoff in the second · 
half for a touchdown and 
capped off the victory by 
returning a Norman Whitley 
fumble 56 yards for the game-
winning touchdown with'3:02 
remaining. 
On the subsequent posses-
sion, ECU quarterback 
Patrick Pinkney completed 
just one pass before the 
Pirates punted, and Kentucky 
was able to run out the clock 
Allstate Sugar Bowl 
Utah 31, Alabama 17 
Playing for perfection, the 
Utah Utes executed a perfect 
gameplan at the start, 
outscoring the Crimson Tide 
21-0 in the first 11 minutes of 
. the game. 
Alabama got as close as 21-
17 early in the third quarter, 
but quarterback John Parker 
Wilson threw his second 
interception of the night with 
about .2 minutes left to seal 
the victory for Utah. 
Utes quarterback Brian 
Johnson, who was named the 
game's MVP, was almost all of 
the Utah offense, going 27-of-
ltl for 336 yards and three 
touchdowns. Utah was held 
to just 13 yards on the ground. 
International Bowl 
Connecticut 38, Buffalo 20 
Runnirig back Donald 
Brown made his fmal college 
game count. 
Brown, who said after the 
game he was headed to the 
NFL, ran for 261 yards and a 
touchdown on 29 carries, giv-
ing him 2,083 rushing yards 
for the season. 
Brown helped the Huskies 
bounce back from a sloppy 
first half in which fumbles on 
consecutive possessions 
handed Buffalo 10 points. 
Tostitos Fiesta Bowl 
Texas 24, Ohio State 21 
Texas quarterback Colt 
McCoy rebounded from an 
awful interception in the red 
zone at the end of the first half 
to lead the Longhorns to vic-
tory.· . 
McCoy ran for a touch-
down '.and threw two more in 
the second half, both to wide 
receiver Quan Cosby, who 
finished with 14 catches for 
171 yards. 
Ohio State scored 15 unan-
swered points to open the 
fourth quarter and take a 21-17 
lead with 2:05 left in the game. 
But it proved to be too 
much time for McCoy, who 
went 7-of-10 for 76 yards in the 
fmal drive to give the Long-
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OUR STANCE 
U.S. should close 
Gitnto, apologize 
H ow does the old and just doctrine go: innocent 
until proven guilty or 
guilty until proven innocent? 
Either way, the phrase is mean-
ingless to those held at Guan-
tanamo Bay. 
It is no news that the Bush 
Administration has plurally 
shrouded itself in a light that can 
be summed in one word: 
sketchy. Hopefully with the 
Obama administration's pro-
posed closing of Guantanamo 
Bay, the Bush Administration 
can crawl out from underneath 
this disillusioned· overcast. 
The history of Guantanamo 
is as besmirched as the reputa-
tions of the detainees within -
innocent or guilty. At the con-
clusionof the Spanish-Amer-
ican War, the 45 square-mile plot 
was offered by the first Presi-
dent of Cuba under the condi-
tions that it be used for coaling 
and naval stations. Never in the 
accords was a detainment facili-
ty permitted on the land 
Sprint to the 21st century and 
the War on Terror. As the U.S. 
military and Pakistani bounty 
hunters began collecting sup-
posed al-Qaeda and Taliban 
associates in 2002, Camp Delta 
was built to accommodate the 
sharp influx of "enemy combat-
ants." 
, Several of the prisoners 
detained were innocent and at 
first were even denied writ of 
habeas corpus rights. Only after 
untangling legal matters in 
Boumediene v. Bush were Guan-
tanamo detainees given back 
their most primitive right as 
captives: to know the reason for 
their detainment. 
It gets uglier. Our own gov-
ernment defied the Geneva 
Conventions in desperation to 
gather sensitive information in 
this War on Terror. Time, in an 
article in conjunction with 
CNN, states that U.S. military 
officials revealed the conviction 
of an interrogator at Bagram 
Theater Internment Facility 
after the interrogator assaulted 
an Afghan detainee who later 
died. 
Interrogation tactics such as 
disorientation, deprivation of 
sleep, personal humiliation and 
cultural humiliation were per-
mitted by top officials in direct 
defiance of Article 3 of the 
Geneva Convention, according 
to a report by The New York 
Times. 
It is as if Abu Ghraib never 
happened, a mere pixel in Amer-
ica's picture-perfect past. Histo-
ry will decide the measure of 
injustice that this era of contem-
porary witch hunts wrought. 
The genuinely pristine lives 
destroyed by desperation are 
accruing symbols of the Bush 
administration's insatiable fren-
zy for retribution. 
As for now, the more promi-
nent obstacle in closing Guan-
tanamo, according to an article 
in The New York Times, is the 
relocation of around 250 prison-
ers. In the case of 17 Uighurs, a 
Muslim-Chinese minority, a Fed-
eral District Court judge 
ordered them immediately 
released from internment at 
Guantanamo. The simple sound-
ing resolution of freedom gets · 
sticky here. 
While the U.S. refuses to 
accept them, citing them as 
threats to national security, repa-
triating them to their native 
countries risks subjecting them 
to further dissent, persecution 
and torture. 
Five Uighurs, released and 
sent to Albania, now live in 
limbo with stark chances of 
returning to their families or 
even their homes. This destiny 
most likely awaits the other 
Uighurs who refuse to return to 
China for fear of further perse-
cution. 
And so, other countries must 
pitch in Thanks to persistent 
efforts by the Bush Adminitra-
tion's Secretary of State Con-
dolezza Rice, Portugal, France, 
Germany and several nations of 
the European Union have vocal-
ized their willingness to harbor 
the cleared detainees in need of 
safe haven. Albania and Swee-
den have already adopted for-
mer detainees 
With the new Obama admin-
istration taking helm, as Presi-
dent Bush limps through his 
lame-duck waddle, more coun-
tries are tossing their names in 
the basket. 
There is no quick nor easy 
resolution to the Guantanamo 
fiasco. Many of these military 
detainment facilities, CIA "black 
sites" and such, exist unbe-
knownst to us civilians. 
The same Time-CNN part-
nership article states that a U.S. 
military base in Bagram, 
Afghanistan houses an estimat-
ed 670 prisoners without habeas 
corpus. These are the darkest 
comers of the world. 
The only reasonable answer 
is to approach the situation with 
moral fiber. Judge each detainee 
as an individual not as an effigy 
of terrorism. The U.S. must 
assume some responsibility by 
discharging cleared detainees 
onto American soil. 
Fortunately Europe has 
decided to lend a hand, a gesture 
that we should appreciate with 
the utmost graciousness. 
The citizenry of the U.S. is 
now responsible for recognizing 
the moral defacements that 
occurred in Guantanamo and 
similar internment facilities for 
registering them for remember-
ing them. A new administration 
provides us a new breath, to 
reflect and to redeem. 
Start by hunting the officials 
who hid behind Guantanamo to 
mask their involvement. Shut 
down the prison. 
Above all, apologize sincerely 
for all the wrongdoing, aggres-
siveness and preemptive non-
sense that the men, those in fact 
innocent, endured. For their 
lives have been crippled in a 
sense that no flag-waving civil-
ian could understand. 
The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication, 
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them on line 
at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558. 
Blue sky for Burris 
runid Blago scandal 
''I don't believe there's any cloud that hangs over me; I think there's 
nothing but sunshine 
hanging over me." 
Those were the words of 
now-disgraced Illinois Gov. Rod 
Blagojevich the day before he 
was arrested and charged with 
solicitation of bribery and con-
spiracy to commit mail and wire 
fraud If there was a cloud hang-
ing over the governor the morn-
ing before his arrest it has since 
grown into what could easily be 
compared to a hurricane or a 
tsunami; it is the perfect storm 
of outrage, scandal and wild 
accusations. 
The outrage is understand-
able. After all, Blagojevich is 
accused of doing the unthink-
able: attempting to sell the Sen-
ate seat that has been vacated by 
President-elect Barack Obama. 
When the embattled gover-
nor appointed former Attorney 
General Roland Burris to fill that 
seat last week he shocked the 
world, and Hurricane Blagoje-
vich claimed another victim 
despite the fact that it appears 
that Burris has done nothing 
wrong. 
Blagojevich has yet to be tried 
in federal court, but he has clear-
ly already been -convicted in the 
court of public opinion and 
1· political circles Bi both Washing-
ton and Illinois. All 50 Democra-
tic senators signed a letter stat-
ing that they would not accept 
any appointment made by 
Blagojevich, and Illinois Secre-
tary of State Jesse White has said 
that he will not sign off on 
Blagojevich's pick. 
Both moves have been 
applauded by pundits and politi-
cians alike, people from both 
sides of the political landscape 
have vehemently demanded that 
Blagojevich resign. Keith Olber-
mann, host of Countdown on 
MSNBC, recently ranked Rod 
Blagojevich as the third most 
"financially corrupt" politician 
in U.S. history. 
However - as the Blago-hate 
continues to spiral out of control 
- there is still one important 
thing to consider before we all 
pick up our torches and pitch-
forks and join the mob: Blagoje-
vich is still the governor of Illi-
nois and he has not been 
convicted of anything. 
So if Blagojevich is innocent 
until proven guilty and has not 
been impeached, then why is 
Roland Burris being barred from 
serving in the U.S. Senate? 
Some Senate Democrats 
opposed to seating Burris have 
cited an ambiguous clause in 
Article 1, Section 5 of the U.S. 
Constitution as justification. 
Sectio 5 reads, "Each house 
shall be the judge of the elec-
tions, returns and qualifications 
of its own members." This pas-
sage does not mention appoint-
ments, and Roland Burris meets 
the constitutional qualifications 
to serve in the Senate, including 
age, citizenship and residency. 
In the 1969 case of Powell v. 
McCormack, the Supreme Court 
ruled that Congress does not 
have the power to set qualifica-
tions other than those estab-
lished in Article 1 of the Consti-
tution. In the case, Rep. Adam 
Powell Jr. was involved in a 
financial scandal and was 
stripped of his seat in Congress -
an act that the court found to be 
unconstitutional 
Powell was implicated in that 
scandal directly, unlike Burris. 
Clearly, using this clause as justi-
fication to stop a legally appoint-
ed and qualified man from serv-
ing in the Senate because he was 
appointed by Gov. Blagojevich 
seems to be a stretch at best. 
However, a much less vague 
principle from the Bill of Rights 
seems to be absent from this 
argument. 
The Fifth Amendment guar-
antees every American citizen 
due process of the law. That 
means that murderers, rapists, 
thieves and even Blagojeviches 
are innocent until they are 
proven guiliy in court. 
NATE BEELER / WASHINGTON EXAMINER 
Our Future: smaller 
size, greater content 
Like iPods, the Central 
Florida Future is getting small-
er. 
Soon, the Future will pub-
lish its first newspaper in its 
new, smaller format. 
their friends have lost their 
jobs to mass layoffs. 
Newspapers are definitely 
changing the way they look 
and function. 
The Washington Post and 
The Baltimore Sun are collabo-
rating to cover Maryland. The 
New York Times debuted 
front-page ads on Monday. 
We at the Future are 
reshaping our paper from 46 
inches to 44 inches due to 
budget cuts. This means that 
each page will roughly lose an 
inch on each side. 
NATALIE MORERA The Miami Herald, the Palm 
Editor-in-Chief Beach Post and the Sun-Sen-
tinel are sharing content. Yet, though we may lose 
some space, we will not be losing our 
quality. 
Newspapers are going through a 
business reconstruction period. News-
papers have to make money to keep 
printing and right now nobody in this 
country is making any - maybe with the 
exception of Bill Gates and Warren Buf-
fett. . 
It's happening all over the country 
and not only to newspapers. Every sin-
gle industry and every single person 
has been affected by the floundering 
economy somehow. 
The government is bailing out com-
panies left and right. The unemploy-
ment rate is the highest it has been 
since 1993, according to the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics. 
But now it's 2009 - the year that 
President-elect Barack Obama has 
declared the year of change. The 
change is happening whether for good 
or for bad. 
Many journalism students have had 
internships where our co-workers or 
The changes keep coming and now 
it's hit our dearly loved college paper. 
We may lose a few inches, but with it 
we will run a mile. We are losing valu-
able inches of print, but soon we will be 
gaining a better Web site for our com-
munity to access. 
We reach out to our readers via e-
mail and breaking news text messages. 
Our coverage has only been expanding 
communication lines. This expansion 
will continue. 
This reshaping will not negatively 
affect the Future's ability to do its job. 
Our promise to our readers will 
always remain the same: to bring the 
best and most accurate coverage of the 
UCF area to our readers. 
We can choose to focus on the nega-
tive or we can move forward and focus 
on the positive. -
While some newspapers are shutting 
down or going strictly online - we still 
have a product, and we have a brand 
new determination to make our prod-
uct the best it can be. 
Resolutions not just 
for New Year's Eve 
die East. There was still a 
scandal in Illinois. There were 
still foreclosures and bank-
ruptcies and the economy was 
still hanging on by a thread. 
Worse yet, I had a killer 
headache and I had slept 
through my alarm. 
Why do we celebrate the 
new year? Tradition tells us 
that, with the start of each 
year, we get a blank slate and 
a fresh start. The whole idea 
of a New Year's resolution 
hinges on the concept that, at 
the stroke of midnight on 
New Year's Eve, we each have 
a fresh start and a new 
chance. JEFF WEINER 
I checked my phone and 
double-checked the calendar. 
It was indeed the new year, 
but nothing else had changed. 
I had awoken into a new year 
It's a transition from old to 
new, from a year that we're 
Opinions Editor 
sick of to one that still holds promise 
and potential. We tell ourselves that the 
next year, our new year, will be better. 
If you watched the ball drop in the 
waning seconds of 2008 and hoped that 
2009 would be a better year, you proba-
bly had good reason to. The foreclo-
sures, the layoffs, the bankruptcies, and 
the inevitable economic turmoil that 
resulted; these are just a few of the 
many reasons why 2008 was a year to 
forget. 
On the other hand, the optimists in 
the room might choose to look at 2008 
as a year of hope. We elected a presi-
dent who seems to be truly unique, 
running for the highest office in the 
land as the candidate willing to fight 
for hope and change. Who better to 
lead us into our new year and to help 
put 2008 safely behind us? 
After all, when you hit the bottom, 
the only direction left to go is up; and if 
things are always darkest before the 
dawn, then those who lost their jobs, 
homes and healthcare in the past year 
are well overdue for some dawn. 
Yet, when I awoke last Thursday 
into the new year, into the bold year of 
change and hope, I was disturbed by 
what I saw. Everything was exactly the 
same. 
There was still violence in the Mid-
without the change I was so desperate 
for and to a house without any aspirin. 
As it turns out, the difference 
between the last day of December and 
the first day of January is 24 hours and 
little more. The world keeps spinning; 
and instead of a clean slate, we find our 
slate overrun with the same problems 
we already had 
So if New Year's Eve is just another 
day, why do we wait until then to make 
all of our good resolutions? Why not 
make firm decisions to improve our-
selves and our world every day instead 
of just once a year? 
It is very easy to have a "maybe next 
year" mentality when times are bad. It 
is normal in frustrating times to cling to 
the hope that, when a new day dawns, 
the problems of yesterday will be 
solved on their own. But it doesn't 
work that way. It is 2009, and it is time 
to take the personal responsibility to 
actively work toward improving the 
world around us. 
It is time to expect more, much 
more from ourselves and from our 
leaders, to make a resolution not just 
once a year but every time we see 
something around us that we don't like. 
Either that, or we can resolve to look 
forward to the end Qf 2009 as much as 






University of Central Florida 
Parking & Transportation 
Services 
Permit Regulations: 
A permit is required for all motor 
vehicles parked on campus. 
AJ 345678 
EXP/RES AUG 71 
Permits MUST be ordered online, 
and can be picked up at Garage 
B or mailed to your home. 








Daily permits are also available. 
Vehicle assistance offered 
by Parking Services: 
• Jumpstart your car 
• Call a tow truck 
• Tire Inflation 
• Give directions 
Parking Services Office Hours: 
Mon-Fri: 7:30 a.m. -5 p.m. 
How to get your parking permit 
· Order your parking 
permit online at 
www.parking.ucf.edu 
(complete instructions 
are on line) 
Pay for your permit 
• Avoid the lines. Pay online with Credit Card and 
have your permit mailed to you. 
• Pay online and pick up your permit. 
• Pay with personal check, cash, or Credit Card at . 
Parking Services Office. 
Your permit must be ordered online! 
www.parking.ucf.edu 























HOW TO PLACE AN AD SUBMISSION DEADLINES PAYMENT METHODS 
Online 24 hrs/day: 
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds 
By phone: 407-447-4555 
Online, phone, fax, 
in person: 
10 a.m. Fri for Mon. issue 
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue 
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue 
VISA, MC, AMEX, Dis-
cover, Cash, Check 
By fax: 407-447-4556 
In person: ll825 High Tech Ave, 
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817 
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS 
Monday - Friday 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
407-447-4SSS • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds 
BARTENDERS WANTED . 
$300 a day potential. No Experience 
Necessary. Training Provided. 
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107. 
UCF Experiential Learning 
Co-op/Internships. Earn a competitive 
salary. Gain major-related work 
experience. Work flexible hours. 
Visit Ferrell Commons, Ste. 203, call 
407-823-2667 or email 
el@mail.ucf.edu. 
Bartenders Needed! 
Earn up to $300/day! PT/FT 
No Experience Required. 
888-631-5552 x-57 
Asst. to Busy Real Estate 
Agent in Lake Nona Area. Part Time. 
Must be organized, a self starter, very 
computer proficient & Exp. req. Send 
resume to Pwoody@StockWorth.com 
Distribution Drivers Wanted! 
Monday, Wednesday, Friday: 
Morning routes 5:30am - 7:30am 
Personal vehicle required, truck or 
SUV preferred. Base pay + mileage. 
Earn $10+ per hr. E-mail: 
JosephC@KnightNewspapers.com or 
call Jo at 407-447-4555 ext. 211 
DISTRIBUTION MANAGER 
POSITION OPEN! Great Pay for little 
work, shift is from 5:30am-7:30am, 
flexible schedule preferred. Email 
resume/info to 
JosephC@knightnewspapers.com or 
call Jo at 407-447-4555 ext. 211 . 
Bartenders Needed Now 
PT/FT No experience necessary. 
321-274-1101 
Florida Bartenders Association/Agency 
Wanted ;Web Designer-HTML a must-
copy writinglcreative writing exp a big 
plus. Work onsite in St Cloud 
Call Don 407-346-1663 or email 
resume to don@car12.com 







Spring Marketing Internship 
Available! Flex hours (10-15/week). 
Great experience! Fast-paced work 
environment. Must be energetic, 
creative, hard-working! 
UCF credit available. 
Send resume w/ cover letter to 
Trishal@KnightNewspapers.com. 
Student Programmers. 
Flexible part time work from home. 
Build small database and parse info 
into avg,max,min,count, moving 
averages, pivot tables etc. $15/hr. 
Send letter to tomstac@gmail.com 
2/2 Waterford Condo, Avail. 
Immediately.all appl.,w/d, pool,workout 
room, clubhouse, very upscale 
community $850/mo, f/1/s call 772-216-
5058 
UCF area 3/2/2 SFH 3115 Buckhill 
Place. Fncd yrd. W/D $1200/mo. 
Call for details 727-687-9855 
or 727-420-2051 . 
2/1.5 Townhome. Walking distance to 
UCF. $700/mo. $500 Security. 2nd 
Month Rent FREE! All units have W/D, 
nice & clean, 1 000sf. 
Call Jim 407-592-3801 
Available January Sherwood Forest 
House 3/2 $1050/mo 
Close to UCF. W/D, dishwasher incl. 
Call Heather 407-937-2900 
or 402-208-7577 
3/2/2 Culdesac, nice yard. 5 min. to 
UCF. Semi-furnished $1450 & 
Unfurnished $1400 +Deposit.Avail. 
ASAP Call 407-923-6559 
ClancyPiglet@yahoo.com 
2 Bd/ 2.5 Ba Townhome with attached 
garage for $700/month. Across the 
street from UCF. Income restrictions 
apply. Move in Special with mention of 
this ad. Call 407-324-7773. 
1 /1 Condo for Rent 
$625/month! Pets welcome w/ deposit 
Call 407-227-9011 for more info. 
Avalon Park Upstairs Studio. 
$550/Month includes, electric, water, -
cable & internet. No Pets. 
Call 407 -375-4642 
APARTS FOR RENT AT 
WATERFORD N ALAFAYA TRAIL,-
ONLY $300 DEPOSIT & NOT 
APPLIC.-
FEE 1/1 $650 & UPGRADE $725. 2/1 
$800 & 2/2 $900 
CALL GABRIELA @ (786) 222 6945 
OR EMAIL@ HQGABl@HOTMAIL.-
COM 
Your own suite w/ walk-in closet, 
private bath. In Gated comm. w/pool. 
Fun & clean roommates. F only. $395 
a mon. Call 407-340-9887 
2/2 Condo to share with male 
roommate in Beautiful Hunter's 
Reserve woodfloors, 
cath.ceilings, 1 /2 mile to UCF all 
utilites,-
cable,internet included. $650 
for add. info or schedule showing call 
863-604-6016 or 813-763-5517 
UCF STUDENTS: 1 ROOM AVAIL TO 
RENT IN 4BD HOUSE 
1 bd w/ shared ba $550 quiet, 
attractive, gated comm. 3mi from 
UCF. incls cable, h/s internet, util, 
kitchen, dining/living, stove/microwave, 
fridge, washer/dryer, enclosed pool. 
deposit & 1st/mo rent req. 1 YR lease, 
avail now Call 321-947-3971 or e-mail 
amaiden@att.net 
Room for Rent in furnished 4 bd home. 
1 mile to UCF off Univ. Internet, cable, 
util. incl. $500/mon. Avail NOW. 
Call 772-359-2797 
Female roommate needed ASAP to 
move into a 3/2 house in Waterford 
Lakes. Call Janet for details 305-206-
3831 
1 Female Roommates N/S Available 
ASAP. $475 includes utilities. Dean 
Rd. KellyRoop@hotmail.com 
609-330-3673 
1 rm in 5/3 Avail ASAP . $575 mo. 
ALL until. Incl + Maid Service. 900 
Channels of cable TV. 10 min. to UCF. 
Call Jasmine 407-488-8575 
Roommate needed for 2/2 Condo on 
lake near UCF. $400/mo plus utilities. 
Cable & water already included, gated, 
wood floors, pool and tennis, new appl. 
Call 954-294-4365 
Room for rent only 1.5 miles from 
campus. Utilities, internet, TV, 
fumiture included. Female only. Call 
Rebecca at 407-701-8331. 
CLASSIFICATIONS RATES 
Rate Rate ·Bm..A llllt.l 8lbj; 
100 Help Wanted: General C 32S l'GrSale:Automotive B First issue: $9 $J.3 $19 12S Help Wanted: Part-lime C 350 forSale:General A 
Each addl issue: $6 $9 $J.3 150 Help Wanted: Full-Tnne C 375 forSale:Pets A 
175 Business Opportunities B 400 Services B • Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 cbaracters per line 
200 For Rent Homes B 500 Announcements A • Offering a successful average return of over 85% 
225 For Rent Apartments B 600 Traver B • Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication 250 Roommates A 700 Worship B 
275 Sublease A 800 Miscellaneous B placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs 
300 for Sale: Homes B 900 Wanted 
Rooms For Rent 
Individual Lease $485/month 
Including utilities, cable, internet, 
washer and dryer. 
Available Immediately. 
Contact (352) 267-9144 
Room avail. in 3/2/2 $450 River Park 









• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day 
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© Puzzles by Pappocom 
Fill in the grid so 
that every row, 
column and 3x3 
box contains the 
digits 1 through 9 







Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com 
W/D, utilit incl. Must be 24 & up, 
M or F, very clean. Bkgrnd chk. 
Call Chip 813-966-1314 
CROSSWORD 
LOT FOR SALE! Waterfront Lot, 1.5 
Acres off Chapman Road. 
Call 407-371- 4860 or 386-576-3179 
2007 Honda Civic Si, 6-speed manual, 
VTEC, 18,500 miles, Fiji Blue Pearl, 
Sunroof/spoiler, Immaculate, Motivated 
seller, Special UCF price. $18,500 
OBO. Barb 407-489-1202 
ESTATE SALE! 
Furniture, Home· Decor and Electronics 
1319 Carpenter Branch Ct. 
Oviedo, 32765 
BAHAMA SPRING BREAK 
$200 Sale! Includes Roundtrip 
Cruise, 4 Nights Beachfront Hotel, 
Meals & #1 Parties! 
Text Message: SPRINGBREAK 
to 313131 to redeem sale! 





5 & others 
9 Constrict 
14 Palo_, CA 
15 "Damn Yankees" 
role 
16 Diner 
17 Truth stretcher 
18 Natural satellite 
19 Prozac maker 







33 As well 
36 San Francisco 
pros 
39 R-V contents 




42 Bambi, for one 
43 One in Toledo 
44 "Dennis the _ 
45 Makes a faux 
pas 
46 Norwegian city 
48 Fast-food 
magnate Ray 




59 Tithe amount 
60 Physicist Enrico 
63 Electrical 
conductor 
65 Open a bit 
66 Clay brick 
67 _ tothat! 
68 Shoe part 
69 Up and about 
70 Requirement 
71 Checked out 
DOWN 
1 Wood for models 
2 Little green man, 
e.g. 
3 Begin 
4 Mira and Paul 
5 Stately tree 
6 Hammer or 
hacksaw 
@ 2008 Tribune Media S..icea, Inc. 
AUrighla...........,. 
7 Haughty 
8 Island near Maui 
9 Sulawesi 
10 Attacker 
11 U.S. and Eng. 
separator · 
12 SfngerTonne 
13 Inquire nosily 
21 "The Name of 
the Rose" writer 
23 Appeals to one's 
vanity 
25 Series sections. 




31 Detroit athlete 
33 Oranjestad's 
island Last issue solved 
34 Solitary one 
35 Piggish sound 
37 Santa_ winds 
38 Narrow margin 
42 Lessen 
44 Mark of the NHL 
47 Jason of 
baseball 
49 Mel of baseball 
51 Dubuque man 
52 Illegal act 
54 Dellghtin 
55 Played out 
56 Faint trace 









Solution and new puzzles innext issue's Classifieds 
How Do IText 
UCFNEWS to 4.4636? 
You have successfully 
subscribed to UCF I • Grab your cell phone. 
Text stop to end at 




Select messages on your 
main menu 
Write a new text message, 
"UCFHOOPS" 
Send this message to 44636 
(41NFO). 
Receive FREE, real-time scores and alerts on your cell phone from the Central Florida Future. Just text a keyword, like UCFHOOPS, 
to 44636. For a list of other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in the know while on the go! 
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January 7, 2009 • (intnf :Yloriba !Juture J 
Enter Ilda, II Win 
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More Used Books More Savings! 
Coupon may be used from Jan 5th thru Jan 11 th 
Can be used with Bright Futures, financial aid and Gray's Rewards Club Program. 
One coupon per customer per visit. -·--·-=-'-
Coupon must be surrendered at time of purchase. 
Cannot be combined with other coupons. 
Minimum purchase of $50 required 
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